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1. INTRODUCTION 
In previous work’s [4, 51, we studied the inverse Sturm-Liouville 
problem, and obtained three main theorems (Theorems A-C). Recall the 
following notations: 
(i) For p E C’ [0, 11, h E 3 and HE 3, Ap,h,H denotes the 
Sturm-Liouville operator -&/dx* + p(x) with the boundary condition 
(-d/dx+h)*I,=,=(d/dx+H).I,=,=O. 
(4 Ap,h,H is said to be symmetric iff p E Cf [0, l] = 
{qECi[O,l] lq(l-x)=q(x) (O<x<l)} andh=H. 
(iii) For a given symmetric operator Ap,h,h, &(p, h) (~EJV c 
(0, 1, 2,...}) denote its eigenvalues 
-co<&(p,h)<I,(p,h)< ... --, +m. 
In the present paper, we shall show two theorems (Theorem D.l-D.2) 
stated below. While Theorems A-C stand for the point of uniqueness, 
Theorems D.l-D.2 are concerned with the reconstruction of Apsh*,. 
Henceforth, the following notation is adopted, which is slightly different 
from that of [4, 51: 
(iv) For p E Ci [0, 1 ] and 1 E 93, 4’ = #‘( *; p, 1) denotes the solution of 
( --$+P(x) #=A4 > (O<x< 1) (1.1) 
with 
d(4) = 1, $‘( $) = 0. (1.2.1) 
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Similarly, 4” = &‘( .; p, A) d enotes the solution of (1 .l ) with 
4(1, = 0, qq;, = 1. 
Obviously, we have 
4’(1 - x; P, 1) = 4’(x; P, A) 
and 
4”(1 -xi P, 1) = -4”(x; P, 2) 
In view of Lemma 3 of [4], 
A(-; P? h) = 47.; PY A”(PT h)) 
= 47.; P9 kr(P, h)) 
(Odx< 1) 
(O<xd 1). (1.3.2) 
(if n is even) 
(if n is odd) 
becomes an eigenfunction of Ap,h,hz and the relation 
4,( 1 - x; p, h) = ( - 1)” d,(x; p, h) (O<x< 1) 
holds. 
We put 
A-,(p, h)= -cc 
(1.2.2) 
(1.3.1) 
(1.4) 
(1.5) 
(1.6) 
for simplicity. Furthermore, for f, ge C’[O, 11, W(S, g) denotes the 
Wronskian 
wf, g)=f'g-ht. (1.7) 
Now the theorems which we want to show here are stated as follows: 
Let p E Ci [0, 1 ] and h E 9 be given. Set 
4,=4,(.; P,h) (1.8) 
and 
A” = A”(P? h) 
for simplicity. Then, 
THEOREM D.l. For each n, EN and pl E 93 in 
kr-l <Pl <kz,+l? 
there exists a unique (q, j) E Cz [0, 1 ] x 9 such that 
kl(% A = 2” (n +nlh 411(q9 A = Pl. 
(1.9) 
(1.10) 
(1.11) 
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Furthermore, such (q, j) is given as 
2 
q-P-2-&%r(x), j=h--$logr(x) IXEO (1.12) 
with 
where 
T = Wfl 3 4”,), (1.13) 
fi=P(*;P,h) (ifn, is even) 
= -4”(.; P, PI) (ifn, is odd). 
(1.14) 
For zl, z2, z3, z4 E 9, recall the cross ratio 
lzl 3 z2> z39 z4) = tz, - z2)(z3 -Z4)/(Zl - z3)(z2 - z4). (1.15) 
THEOREM D.2. Let n,, n, E N with n, < n2 be given, and let pL1, p2 E 99 
replace A,,, and A,, such that either 
or 
I n,--l <PI <PZ<&*+l (ifn,=n,+l) 
k-1 CPU, -a,+, < **. -a-l <P2alz+1 (ifn, > n, + 1). 
Then, there exists a unique (q, j) E C,‘[O, l] x W such that 
My j) = & (nfn,, n2), &,(q, j) = pl 9 &,(q, j) = p2. 
Furthermore, such (q, j) is given as 
& 
q=P-2&W(x), j=h-$ 108 G) Ix=0 
with 
~=wfiAJ W(f2,~n2)-(1Ln,,~1,~n*‘~2) Wfl,fZ) w$n,A,) 
if n, - n, (mod 2), and with 
r= Wfl, AZ,) w-2, hJ+ (Aq, Pl, P2, AI,) Wfl, A,) wL,J2) 
ifnl f n, (mod 2), where for I= 1,2, 
f,=d”(*, P, PI) (zfn, is even) 
= -d’(.; P, PI) (if n, is odd). 
(1.16) 
(1.16’) 
(1.17) 
(1.18) 
(1.19) 
(1.19’) 
(1.20) 
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Similar theorems hold for the Sturm-Liouville operator 
A * = ,4p* = -8/dx* + p(x) with Dirichlet boundary condition 
. JxzO = . Ix= 1 = 0. Let I,*(p) (n E A’“* = { 1,2 ,... }) be its eigenvalues 
--oo <I:(p)<A:(p)< ... + +co. 
43.; P) = $“(*; P, G(P)) (if n is odd) 
= 67.; P? GYP)) (if n is even) 
becomes an eigenfunction of A * = A:. We put 
G(p)= -m, 
for simplicity. 
Let p E Ci [0, 1 ] be given. Set 
4: = Me; P) 
A,* = I,*(p). 
THEOREM D*.l. For each n, EN* and p, EB in 
C-l <PI <&!,+I, 
there exists a unique q E C,l [0, 11 such that 
A-39) = 2: (n Znlh A,: =Pl. 
Furthermore, such q is given as 
d* 
q=P-2-&W(x) 
with 
where 
T = w”f**, 4,*,)3 
fl* = 47.; PA) (ifn, is odd) 
= -4”(*; P, PI) (ifn, is even). 
(1.4*) 
(1.6*) 
(1.8*) 
(1.9*) 
THEOREM D*.2. Let n,, n2 E .Af* with n, < n2 be given, and let pI, p2 E 9 
replace AZ, and A$ such that either 
J-n:-l<Pl<P*<e,+l (ifn,=n, + 1) (1.16*) 
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<e*++ (ifn,>n, +1). 
Then, there exists a unique q E Ci [0, 1 ] such that 
&x9)=&F (n+n,,n,), J”,:(q) = PI 9 
Furthermore, such q is given as 
& 
4=P-2-$%W 
(1.16*‘) 
kgd =k?. (f-17*) 
(1.18*) 
if nl E n2 (mod 2), and with 
zy n, & n2 (mod 2), where for I= 1,2, 
f:=P(.;P,PJ (ifnr is odd) 
= -47 * ; P, P,) (if n, is even). 
(1.20*) 
The proof of Theorem D.l is based on Theorem 3 of [4], while 
Theorem D.2 will be reduced to Theorem D.l. Theorems D.l and D.2 are 
proven in Sections 2 and 3, respectively. The proofs of Theorems D*.l and 
D*.2 are similar to those of Theorems D.l and D.2, and are omitted. 
We conclude this section by a simple example. For p = 0, we know that 
GYP) = W)* (n = 1, 2, 3 ,... ). (1.21) 
We wish to construct such q E Ct [0, 1 ] as 
a(A,*) = { (nn)’ 1 n = 0, 2,3,...} (1.22) 
by Theorem D*.l. Actually, in this case we have n1 = 1 and pI = 0, so that 
we get 
qs;, = cos x(x - 1) and f:=x-4, 
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hence 
z(x) = w-l*, 4,:) 
= COS 71(X - f) + n(x - f) * sin n(x - f), 
Therefore, for 
d2 
q=p-2p log z(x) = -2 $ log z(x) 
= -27Qcos* x(x- $) - 7c2(x- 4)‘}/{ cos 7$x - *) + n(x - i) sin 7r(x - t)}‘, 
(1.23) 
the relation (1.22) holds. 
2. FWXF OF THEOREM D.l 
Since the uniqueness of (q, j) follows from Theorem A of [4], we have 
only to show the .following three facts (a)-(c): 
(a) z = t(x) given by 
-r= wfl? 4”,) (2.1) 
with 
fl=4”(.;P,P) (if n, is even) 
= -4”(-; P, PL) (if n, is odd) 
(2.2) 
satisfies 
ZE C3[0, 1-J (2.3) 
$1 -x)=z(x) (O<x< l), (2.4) 
z(x) > 0 (O<x< 1). (2.5) 
(b) (q,j)eCj[O, l]xB given as 
q=p-2 -$ log -4x), j=h--$og+x) Ix=(J (2.6) 
satisfies 
u4, A = 2, (n+nl). (2.7) 
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(c) (q, j) E Cf [0, 11 x 9 given as (2.6) satisfies 
~“,(qJ=Pl. 
Proof of (a). Since 
z’ = (A,, -k)fd, EC2C0, 13, 
z E C3[0, 1 ] holds. 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
Remark 1. ~“(.;P,~),~“(.;~,~)EC~[O, l] follows from p~Cl[O,l], 
so that we actually have r E C4[0, 11. Note Theorem 5 of [S]. 
By virtue of (1.3), we have 
fI(l -x)= (-l)n’+l f,(x) (06x< 1) (2.10) 
and 
hJ1 - xl = ( - 1 I”’ hJx) (OGxd l), (2.11) 
which imply r( 1 -x) = z(x) (0 <x < 1). 
We shall show z(x) > 0 (0 <x< 1). To this end, by means of (2.9), we 
have only to prove that 
r is positive at each zero of fi , (2.12) 
t is positive at each zero of d,,, (2.13) 
r(0) = r(l), i.e., f i(O) - hfl(0) is positive. (2.14) 
To see (2.14), we note that fi = fi(x), and hence r = z(x) depends on p1 
and put 
t= al) 
-z(O) h,(O)(f X0) - hf,(O)). (2.15) 
Obviously, 
t = t(pr) is continuous. (2.16) 
Since fi(l-~)=(-l)nl+l fi(x) and &,--l<,ul<A,,+l, fi cannot be an 
eigenfunction of A,,,, by (1.5). Hence 
~(h)=f;(O)-~fl(O)ZO (kl-l <Pl <kq+l). (2.17) 
On the other hand, for p, = ,I,, , z’ = (p, - A,,) f, +,, = 0 holds, so that 
t(Aq I= @I 
= Z(f) (for h = J-,,) 
= Wfi 3 4,,)(+) = 1 > 0. (2.18) 
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By means of (2.16b(2.18), 
ah)>0 (L-1 <P1<&,+1) (2.19) 
follows, and (2.14) has been obtained. 
In order to see (2.12) and (2.13), we study the relation between the zeros 
off, and those of b,,. We first recall the following 
COMPARISON THEOREM (Coddington and Levinson [ 1, p. 2081). Let 
FE C*[O, l] and GE C’[O, I] satisfy 
(O<x< 1) (2.20) 
and 
(06x,< l), (2.21) 
respectively, for P E C’[O, 11 and Q E CO[O, l] with 
f’(x) < Q(x) (O<x< 1). (2.22) 
If x, and x2 are successive zeros of G, then F must vanish at some point of 
(x1 9 x2). 
Assume, first, that n, is odd and put 
m=i(n,+ 1). (2.23) 
By Sturm-Liouville’s theorem, 
4, has n-zeros in (0, 1). (2.24) 
In view of (2.11) and (2.24), we denote the zeros of 4”,+, by 
(Xi}?= 1 U {Xi}?! t as 
O<X:,<X:,~,< ... <x; <;<x,< .*. <x,_, 
<x,<l (zeros of A, + 1 1, (2.25) 
with x,! + xi= 1 (1 G i<m). Similarly, let the zeros of d,, _ 1 be 
{y,}‘“,;‘u (~j}y:~~ as 
o<y~_,<y:,_,<...<y;<~<y,<...<y,~* 
<YeI<1 (zeros of 4,, ~ I 1, (2.26) 
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with y; + yi = 1 (1~ if m - 1). As we have seen in the proof of Lemma 4 
of c41, A,+1 is the next eigenfunction of qS,,-r of the eigenvalue problem 
so that {x~}~=~ u {x~}~=r and (y,)~=;‘u (y:)y=;l are interlaced as 
o<x:,<y:,-,<x;-,< ..’ <y;<x;<y;<x; 
<;<x,<y,<x2<y2<- <x,_,<y,-,<x,<l. (2.27) 
Now, since 
--$+ P(x) fi =/u-i 1 (O<x< I), (2.28) 
(O<x< 11, (2.29) 
(OGxGl), (2.30) 
and ~n,--l<~l<~n,+l~ the following two assertions hold by the com- 
parison theorem stated above: 
There exists at least one zero offi in each interval 
(ok-,, ~a...~ (Y;, Y;), (Y;, Y,), (ylT ~d~...~ (Y~-~, Y,-~). (2.31) 
There exists at most one zero off, in each interval 
wm Al - I),..., (x;; xi), wl, Xl), (Xl, %L, (X,-l, x,). (2.32) 
We now recallf,($)= -1 andf,(l -x)=fi(x). By means of (2.27), (2.31) 
and (2.32), we see that 
fi has just one zero in each interval (yj, xi) and 
(xiv Yi) Cl< i< m) (2.33) 
and that 
fi has no zero in each interval (x:, y:- 1) and ( yi- 1, xi) 
(1 <i<m), where yb= y,=$ (2.34) 
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Therefore, the number of zeros off on [0, l] is either 
(a) 2m, or 
(B) 2(-l) 
and the zeros (z;};=, w {.zI}f=, (s=m or m- 1) off, satisfy 
o~z:,<x:,<y~_~<z~_,<x:,~,<‘.. <y;<z; 
<x;<$<x,<z,<y,< ‘.. <X,-l<z,,_,<ym~~ 
<x,<z,,,< 1 (2.35) 
in the case of (a) or 
o<x:,<y~-*<z:,~,<x:,~l< ... <y;<z;<x; 
<$<x,<z,<y,< ... <~,_~<z,,_~<~~-,<x~<l (2.35’) 
in the case of (fi), as well as z:+zi=l (1 <ids). 
On the other hand, d,,, satisfies d,,,(l -x) = --h,,(x), and has n,-zeros. 
Let them be {Wi}~=>‘u {w~}~=~,’ as 
o<w:,-, < . . ’ < w; < w() = 4 < w, < *. * 
<w,-,<l (zeros of (5,, 1, (2.36) 
with wi + wi = 1 (1~ i 6 m - 1). I,, _ 1, q5,, and q4,, + 1 are successive igen- 
functions of Ap,h,h, so that their zeros satisfy the relation 
yi<wi<x;+l, x;+l<w;<yyj (1 GiQm- 1). (2.37) 
Therefore, combining (2.29) with (2.27) (or (2.27’)), we obtain 
O~Zz:,<W:,~,<Z:,~,< .‘. <w;<z;<wo=+ 
<z,<w,< .*. -=z,~*<w,~l<z,~l (2.38) 
in the case of (a), or 
OCW:,~,<Zl,~,< ... <w;<z;<wo=~<zl<w, 
-L ... <z,-*<w,-,<l (2.38’) 
in the case of (/I). 
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Since &(i)= 1 andf,(i)= -1, the relation (2.38) (or (2.38’)) implies 
z(zi) = f;fzi) Qn,tzi) > O (l<i<s,s=morm-1) (2.39) 
and 
z(wi) = -fitwi) bkltwi) ’ O (Odi<m- 1). (2.40) 
The proof of (2.12)-(2.13) for the case of even n, is similar, and we omit 
it. See the figures below. 
Proof of (b). Recall Theorem 3 of [4]. Since the notation there is 
slightly different from ours, the theorem is now stated as follows: 
Forp,qECf[O, 11, h,jeB and n,eM, &,(q,j)=A.,(p, h) (n#n,) holds 
if and only if there exists g E C* [0, 1 ] with 
g (O<x< l), (2.41.1) 
g(l-x)=(-l)“l+Ig(X) (06x< 1) (2.41.2) 
such that 
q=P+2&4”,), j=h+hx4qNO). (2.42) 
We shall show that 
g=(w~n,)f,l=C*CO> 11 (=(P, -AJfilWfi> A,)) (2.43) 
satisfies (2.41) along with 
& P+2-&~.,)=P-2;i;ilogr, 
h+(g4.,)(O)=h-$w 1x=0. V-44) 
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To see (2.43), we have only to show gq5,, = -(d/dx) log r. In fact, we have 
g~,,=(~L1-~,,)fi~n,lW(fi,~n,) 
d 
= 4/T = --& log z. 
On the other hand, (2.41.2) follows from (2.10) and (2.11). Finally, (2.41.1) 
is shown by the identity 
t d= d* 
r=/.,,+.fi’~(f,/r)=p-2~logr. (2.45) 
In fact, we have 
= I,,, +;. (fl/T - 2f; T’/T2 + j-1( - qT* + 22’93)) 
= An, +hir, - 2(f; z’)/(f, z) - Y/s + 22’2/?. 
From (2.9) and (2.28) it follows that 
z = p + (A”, - p, ) - &I,, - p 1) f; &/z - Y/t + 22’=/2. 
Thus, from (1.7), (1.13) and (2.9), 
I= P - (A”, - PI ) w A, + .A &, l/z - To/T + 25’*/T2 
= p - 2(2”/2 - ,y> = p - 2 $ log t. 
Proof of(c). We have only to show that 
4 = h,/T E c*co, 11 (=hl,/wfl? Gk,)+o) 
has n,-zeros in (0, 1) and satisfies 
(2.46) 
(2.47) 
for q=p-2(d2/dx2) log z andj=h-(d/dx) log r (X=0. 
In fact, J/ obviously has n,-zeros in (0.1 ), because so does qS,,, . Next, since 
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we have 
so that (-d/dx+j)$ I,=O=(d/dx+j)II/ IxS1=O holds by &(1-x)= 
( - 1)“’ tin,(x) and z( 1 -x) = z(x). Finally, ( -dz/dx2 + q(x)) $ = p1 + follows 
from 
(2.48) 
In fact, we have 
= p - 2(2”/2 - P/T2) = p - 2 - log 7. 
dx2 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM D.2 
Recall that pECi[O, 11, hcW and n,,n,~.N in n,<n, are given, and 
that pul, p2 E W satisfies 
~n,-1-+1<~24n2+1 (ifn,=n,+l) (3.1) 
or 
/I n,-1 <PI <&,+,, ~n*-l~<2<~n*+1 (ifn,>n,+l). (3.1’) 
We set 
and 
h=cu*; P, h), 
4 = Az(P, h). 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
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We want to construct (q, j) E Ci [0, 1 ] x JV such that 
uq, A = Al (n z n1, n,), A&9 A = c117 A&> 8 = P2* (3.4) 
Even in the case (3.3), at least either 
&,--l <PI -%+l (3.5) 
or 
JL-I-+2<~“:!+1 (3.5’) 
holds. Without loss of generality, let us assume (3.5). By virtue of 
Theorem D.l, there exists a unique (r, k) E Ci[O, l] x 9 such that 
Ah, k) = 2, (n f n, 1, AZ, =Pl> (3.6) 
and r and k are defined by 
r=p-2$logr,(x), k=h--$ogr,(x) Ix=,, (3.7) 
where 
and 
.l”i=$“(~;P~Pl) (if n, is even) 
= -6Y.i P, PI) (if n, is odd). 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
Now, 
~,,~,(r,k)<~,<~,,+,(r,k) 
holds, and (q, j) E Cj [ 0, 1 ] x &? satisfies 
A,(q, i) = kz(r, k) (n Z n2), A7,(q, A = cl23 
and again by Theorem D.l, q and j are defined by 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
d2 
4=~-2~logt2(x), j=k--&r,(x) 1x-o (3.12) 
where 
(3.13) 
Here, 
and 
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g2 = N-i r, ~2) (if rz2 is even) 
= -4”(*; r, ,d (if rz2 is odd) 
tin2 = A,(. ; r, k). 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
Noting &Jr, k) = I,&, h) ( = A,,), we actually have 
JI,, = i”( * ; r, k,) (if n2 is even) 
= 4”(* ; r, 4,) (if rz2 is odd). 
Combining (3.7) with (3.12), we obtain 
(3.16) 
q=p-2-$logr(x), i=h--$ogr(x) l &J, 
where 
z=zl’T2 
= w-17 A,) wk!2* 4L*)- 
We have only to compute IV(g2, #J. 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
The following lemmas are shown in [2,3]. Let D, = 
{(x,y)~f<x<l,l-x<y<xj and D,={(x,y)~O<x<4,x< 
y<l-x). 
LEMMA 1. For each p, r E Ct [O, 11, there exists a unique M= M(x, y) E 
C2(D,) n C2(D2) such that 
M,, - M,, + p(y) M = r(x) M @I u 62) (3.19.1) 
Mb, xl = f 6, (r(s) - p(s)) ds (O<x< 1) (3.19.2) 
M(x, 1 -x)=0 (06x< 1). (3A9.3) 
LEMMA 2. (second deformation formula). r @ = G(x) E C2[0, l] 
satisfies 
( --$+p(x) @=M > (O<x< 1) (3.20) 
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fir IEW, then !P= Y(x)E C*[O, I], defined by 
%) = o(x) + j-;e.x Mb, Y) WY) 4 (3.21) 
satisfies 
--$+r(x) Y=A!P 
> 
(Odxd l), m, = @(5), 
Y(j) = Q’(i). (3.22) 
In fact, Lemma 1 holds by Proposition 1 of [4], while Lemma 2 follows 
from an elementary calculation, which will be given in the Appendix of the 
present paper. 
Now, put 
w, Y) = 04 47,) .fi(X) hq(Y)l~(fl> AJX). (3.23) 
According to the proof of (6) of the preceding section, 
gl = (k - L,) YilWfl~ A,) satisfies 
(06x< 1) (3.24) 
and 
gl.A,= -$logr,, 
so that K= K(x, y) = g,(x) 4,,(y) satisfies 
K, - & + P(Y) K= 4x1 K 
2-&x,x)= -2-$logr,(x) 
as well as 
= r(x) - P(X), 
K(x, 1 - x) = ( - 1)“’ K(x, x). 
Similarly, since II/i = (pL1 - A,,) d,,/W(fi, d,,) satisfies 
(3.25) 
(3.26.1) 
(3.26.2) 
(3.26.3) 
(3.27) 
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and 
$1*f1= -$lO!3?,, (3.28) 
as we have seen in the proof of (c) of the preceding section, 
ux, Y)=(Pl -n,,).~,,(X)fi(Y)lW(fi, Al,)(x) 
satisfies 
(3.29) 
and 
Lx -L, + P(Y) L = 4x) L (3.30.1) 
2-&x,x)=r(x)-P(x), (3.30.2) 
as well as 
L(x,1-x)=(-l)“~+‘L(x,x)=(-l)“‘+‘K(x,x). (3.30.3) 
Therefore, 
M(x, Y) = 4(W, Y) + L(x, y,} 
=f-(~~-n,,){fi(x)~,,(y) 
+f,LY) 4n,wlwf,~ hJ4 (3.31) 
satisfies 
M,, - M,,a +P(Y) M= r(x) M (6 u a, 
M--G xl = 3% Ii2 (r(s) - p(s)) h (Odxd l), 
M(x, 1 -x)=0 (O<xQ 1). 
Now, recall (3.14), (3.16), 
f*=4"(.; PTP2) (if n2 is even) 
= -P(*; P, P*) (if n2 is odd), 
and 
cbn, = 47. ; P3 AJ (if n2 is even) 
= b”( . ; P, A,,) (if n2 is odd). 
(3.32.1) 
(3.32.2) 
(3.32.3) 
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Then, Lemma 2 yields 
gz(x) = A(X) +Jr M-T v) fi(y) e (3.33) l-x 
and 
VLW = L(X) + s:_, jw, v) A,(Y) do. (3.34) 
On account of (3.33) and (3.34), we can now calculate W(g,, tj,,). 
(1) Calculation of g,. We have 
(~2 -wJ,~-~ MYLMY~ e 
= (1 -WY”“‘} Wn,,fi)(X), 
becausef,(l-x)=(-l)“‘+’ f,(x) and ti,,(l - x) = ( - 1)“’ b,(x). Moreover, 
(PL~-P~) J,xp~f,~~~dy= CWLM~~I;I;-, 
=(1+(-l)“‘+“‘} W(j-i,fi). 
Hence, by (3.33) and (3.31), 
PI - in1 
g*=f,+------- 
W(fi, f2) 
Pz-Pl w-1, d.,P1 
(if n, = n2 (mod 2)) (3.35) 
or 
Pl -Al, whl,9 f2) 
g2=f2+-- 
l.424, w(fi.h,P 
(if n, dn, (mod 2)). (3.35’) 
(2) Calculation of I),,. We have 
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hence 
or 
$,,2=q5n2+$!-$. ~~‘~n’~*qdn, (ifnl f n, (mod2)). (3.36’) 
n2 1 19 n, 
(3) Calculation of W(g,, t,b,,,) for the case of nl =n2 (mod 2). In this 
case we have 
where 
B = (Pl - Al,Mk12 - 4J. (3.37) 
Therefore, we get 
~$“;‘; fl). (3.38) 
13 n, 
Here we have 
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+ w;;‘$ ) ((W(f,,fi)lW(fi,~“,))’ W~n,AJ 
13 n, 
+ w;t “f )2 { Wfi,f2)’ w(hz,, In,)- Wf,,f2) W4,,? 4n,,‘>. 
19 n, 
= Wf2,A2)+ {a-B-@} W(fl,f2) W~,,,4,,WCfl,hJ 
+ {aw(fi,f2)'~n,~n2-PW(~nl,9n,)'fif2}/W(fi,~n,) 
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By virtue of (3.37), we have 
a-/I?-afi=(l +a)(l-j?)- 1 
= uP*-~“,Yb2-PL1)~~ w”,-PlI)/(L-M - 1 
= - (n,,-P,)I(PLZ-PA). {bL,-PlY(~n*-~“,H - 1 
= - (n,,-~L1)(12,*-~2)l(~2-~(1)(IZn*-~”,) 
= - (Al,, 111, ~“,T Pd, 
(3.43) 
aWfi, fd’ 4,,4,,- W(4,,, hJ’fif2 = 0, (3.44) 
Wfl 3 4,J 4”, d”, + Bhz,fi W(f?L, 2 AJ 
= fi~~,~n,{(~n,-~,)+P(~“2-I,,)}=o, (3.45) 
Wfiy hJ’flf2+a4n,fi Wfiyf2)’ 
= ~,,f:f2{(~n,-~L1)+a(~2-~C11)} =O, (3.46) 
so that we obtain 
(4) Calculation of W(g2, $,,) for the case of n, f n2 (mod 2). In this 
case, we have 
where 
Therefore, we get 
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Summing up (3.49)-(3.52), we obtain 
W&2> $“J = WV*, &J 
- a z:n1if2))2 {W(fi,~,,)‘fi~,,+Bfi$,,W(fi,~,,)’} 
19 n, 
+ B W(fl, 4;,)’ 
w(f1y4nz) {w(fi,~,,)‘f*~,,-~fi~*,W($n,,f*)’) 
= Wf2,4,,) + (A,’ Pl, P2, n”,) Wfi, 4,,) Whz,,f2). (3.53) 
Thus, 
(n, = n2 (mod 2)) 
(3.54) 
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or 
h dn2 (mod 2)) 
(3.54’) 
follows, and Theorem D.2 has been proven. 
APPENDIX: PROOF OF LEMMA 2 
Obviously, $($) = Q(i). Since 
(A.11 
we have 
Wx) = @TX) + w% x) @(xl +I:_, Mx(x, Y)WY) 4, (A-2) 
because M(x, 1 -x) = 0. Hence Y’(f) = Q’(f) follows from M(+, f) = 0. 
Now, we get from (3.19.1) 
I= n+-rf Y(x)= n+g @( )+ &4(x x) Q(x) ( dx’) ( dr’) x (dx ’ ) 
+ M(x, x) Q’(x) + M,(x, x) @J(x) + M,(x, 1 - x) @( 1 -x) 
+ f PAX9 Y) + JJm, v,> WY) 4 1 - * 
= p(x) Q(x) + 
( 
$ M(x, x) + M,(x, x) 
) 
Q(x) + M(x, x) Q’(x) 
+ M.AX> 1 -xl @(I -x)+J;e, {~.“.“(X, Y) 
+ (4x) - P(Y) + A) MC% A> @(v) dy. 64.3) 
Since M(x, 1 -x) = 0, 
z= p(x) @(x) + 
( 
; M(x, x) + M,(x, x) 
> 
Q(x) + M(x, x) W(x) 
+ Mxb, 1 -x) @(I -xl+ CM,(x, Y) WY)-wx, y) @‘(y)l;I‘1-, 
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= P(X) @>(x) + ( ; w 4 x) + M,(x, x) + My(x, )) @P(x) 
+ (K(x, 1 -x,-M,(x, 1 -x)) @(l -x) 
x + r(x) 1 wx, Y) @(Y) &. I --x 
From (A.4), (3.19.2) and (3.19.3), 
I= 
( 
p(x)+2&x,x) 
) ( 
Q(x)+ $M(x, l-x) 
) 
@(l-x) 
x + Y(X)s wx, Y) Q(Y) 4 1 ~ x
= r(x) i G(x) +i:_, w? v) @P(Y) dl}
= r(x) Y(x). 
(A.4) 
(A.5) 
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Note added in proof After submission of the present paper, the work by E. L. Isaacson 
and E. Trubowitz was published: The inverse Sturn-Liouville problem, I, Comm. Pure Appl. 
Mafh. 36 (1983), 767-784. They are concerned in the set M = M(p, h, H) = 
{(q. j, J) I a(&,) = u(A~,,,.~)}. There, however, those A,+” and A,,,, are not supposed to be 
symmetric. Hence M has infinitely many degrees of freedom, and they characterized M, by 
introducing some parameters. Their work is connected with the present paper in the following 
way: If Ap,h,H is symmetric, then CT(A~,~,“) consists of two spectra CT, and oz (cf. [4]). More 
PreciW, let PI = P LCO.~LV. A,,.,,, and A,,,., denote the Sturm-Liouville operators 
-d=jdx2 + p,(x) in L2(0,$ with (-d/dx+h).I,=o=(d/dx).I,=,,2=0 and with 
(-d/dx+h).I.=o=.I,=,,2=0, respectively. Then, we have c~,~u(A~,,~,~)={~~(p,h)In: 
even 1, u2 = u(A~~,~,~ ) = { d,(p, h) I n: odd} and u(A~,~,J = u, u u2. So that, for the operator 
A q,,,, constructed in (1.12) through (1.13) (Theorem D.l), and through (1.19) (Theorem D.2 
for the case of “i %n2 (mod 2)), the function q1 =q IIEC0.,,2, is contained in the set either 
MI = 14, I ~(A,,,,.o)= ~bLh,o) for SOme jog) or W = {s, I u(A,,,,,,) = ~b$,,~,,) for some 
jcYe}, which are studied by them. 
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